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To the reader,

The fact that immigration is still a hot topic for debate
undermines the founding principles of America. The
bottom line is that America is a country founded by
immigrants for immigrants. However, the debate
continues on, which is a reflection of American
xenophobia. 

It is important to call out the hypocrisy of the current
status quo. This zine will explore whether the United
States lives up to its founding principles. I will also
offer rebuttals to some common arguments against
immigration. I hope you self reflect and question the
policies that the US implements as you read on.
Ignorance is never bliss...

I hope you enjoy, 
Melina Kyprianou

A letter from the editor
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Not like the brazen giant of Greek
fame,

With conquering limbs astride from
land to land;

Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates
shall stand

A mighty woman with a torch, whose
flame

Is the imprisoned lightning, and her
name

Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-
hand

Glows world-wide welcome; her
mild eyes command

The air-bridged harbor that twin
cities frame.

“Keep, ancient lands, your storied
pomp!” cries she

With silent lips. “Give me your tired,
your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free,

The wretched refuse of your teeming
shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempest-
tost to me,

I lift my lamp beside the golden
door!”

 
 

The New Colossus
Emma Lazarus

 
 

Thoughts on Immigration
Donald Trump

 
 “We have people coming into the

country or trying to come in, we're
stopping a lot of them, but we're

taking people out of the country. You
wouldn't believe how bad these

people are,  These aren't people.
These are animals" (White House

Discussion, 2018)
 

"When Mexico sends its people,
they're not sending their best,

They're bringing drugs. They're
bringing crime. They're rapists. And

some, I assume, are good people."
(Campaign Speech, 2015)

 
 
 

"They (Mexican immigrants) have
violently overrun the Mexican

border. These are tough people, in
many cases. A lot of young men,

strong men. And a lot of men that
maybe we don’t want in our

country" (Speech at the White House,
2018)

 
 
 

VS

" I don’t want them (Mexican
immigrants) in our country. And
women don’t want them in our

country. Women want security. Men
don’t want them in our country. But

the women do not want them. "
(Speech at the White House, 2018)
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Sir, 

 The letter which you did me the favor to address
to me on the 15th of this instt from New York has
been duly received, and I take the speediest
occasion to well-come your arrival on the
American shore.
 I had always hoped that this land might become
a safe & agreeable Asylum to the virtuous &
persecuted part of mankind, to whatever nation
they might belong....
 You may rest assured, Sir, of my best & most
friendly sentiments of your suffering
compatriots, and that, while I deplore the
calamities to which many of the most worthy
members of your Community have been reduced
by the late foreign interposition in the interior
affairs of the United Netherlands; I shall flatter
myself that many of them will be able with the
wrecks of their fortunes which may have escaped
the extensive devastation, to settle themselves in
comfort, freedom and ease in some corner of the
vast regions of America. The spirit of the
Religions and the genius of the political
Institutions of this Country must be an
inducement. Under a good government (which I
have no doubt we shall establish) this Country
certainly promises greater advantages, than
almost any other, to persons of moderate
property, who are determined to be sober,
industrious & virtuous members of Society. And
it must not be concealed, that a knowledge that
these are the general characteristics of your
compatriots would be a principal reason to
consider their advent as a valuable acquisition to
our infant settlements. If you should meet with as
favorable circumstances, as I hope will attend
your first operations; I think it probable that your
coming will be the harbinger for many more to
adventure across the Atlantic.

Go. George Washington
 

From George Washington to
Francis Adrian Van der Kemp, 28

May 1788
 
 

337,000
immigrants
deported in

2018

VS
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WOULD OUR FOUNDING
FATHERS BE PROUD? 

B Y  M E L I N A  K Y P R I A N O U

Does current United States policy uphold the founding

principles of this country?  Arguably the founding

fathers would have liberal beliefs on immigration

policies. As George Washington wrote, "I had always

hoped that this land might become a safe & agreeable

Asylum to the virtuous & persecuted part of mankind, to

whatever nation they might belong" (Founders Online,

1788). The founders of this country were opposed to

restrictions on immigration but, in turn, wanted people

from any nation to immigrate to the United States. Yet,

today we see a system of immigration that has been

built against immigrants in all aspects, from the journey

to obtaining citizenship. Jason De Leon outlines the

many struggles immigrants face today, specifically at

the Arizona southern border, in his book, "The Land of

Open Graves." He outlines the unethical and

dehumanizing immigration policy implemented by the

United States.   An important concept throughout the

book is hybrid collectif- the set of human and

nonhuman actants that make the journey across the

border all that more difficult. The hybrid collectif follows

migrants throughout their entire journey from

beginning to end. The hybrid collectif is something the

founding father would have been ashamed of, which

goes against the principal goals they had set for this

country. 

4

The Statue of Liberty, a symbol of welcoming, has

the engraving on it- "Give me your tired, your poor,

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free"

(Lazarus). Yet, America has active policies that go

against the concepts outlined by Emma Lazarus and

catalyze hardship that immigrants face. As a result,

immigrants lose fundamental human rights that

have been outlined in the constitution as they

migrate into the United States. Jason DeLeon writes,

"Migrants exist in what Agamben terms a state of

exception: the process whereby sovereign

authorities declare emergencies to suspend the

legal protections afforded to individuals while

simultaneously unleashing the power of the state

upon them. The US-Mexico border has long existed

as an unspoken space of exception where human

and constitutional rights are suspended in the name

of security." (2017, DeLeon, pg. 68). Fostering a

system that diminishes fundamental human rights

is not one that those who wrote these writes would

be proud of.

"Yearning to Breathe Free" by  Barry Blitt
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Immigrants (We Get The Job Done)
BY K'NAAN FEATURING RESIDENTE, RIZ MC & SNOW THA PRODUCT

And just like that it's over, we tend to our wounded, we count our dead
Black and white soldiers wonder alike if this really means freedom
Not yet
I got one job, two job, three when I need them
I got five roommates in this one studio, but I never really see them
And we all came america trying to get a lap dance from lady freedom
But now lady liberty is acting like hilary banks with a pre-nup
Man, I was brave, sailing on graves
Don't think I didn't notice those tombstones disguised as waves
I'm no dummy, here is something funny, you can be an immigrant without risking your lives
Or crossing these borders with thrifty supplies
All you got to do is see the world with new eyes
Immigrants, we get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
We get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Immigrants, we get the job done
It's a hard line when you're an import
Baby boy, it's hard times
When you ain't sent for
Racists feed the belly of the beast
With they pitchforks, rich chores
Done by the people that get ignored
Ya se armó
Ya se despertaron
It's a whole awakening
La alarma ya sonó hace rato
Los que quieren buscan
Pero nos apodan como vagos
We are the same ones
Hustling on every level
Ten los datos
Walk a mile in our shoes
Abróchense los zapatos
I been scoping ya dudes, ya'll ain't been working like I do
I'll outwork you, it hurts you
You claim I'm stealing jobs though
Peter piper claimed he picked them, he just underpaid pablo
But there ain't a paper trail when you living in the shadows
We're america's ghost writers, the credit's only borrowed
It's a matter of time before the checks all come
But
Immigrants, we get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
We get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Look how far I come

They're already armed
They're already awake
It’s a whole awakening

The alarm went off a while ago
Those who want, go searching

But they call us slackers

Get the facts straight
 

Lace up those shoes
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Immigrants (We Get The Job Done)
BY K'NAAN FEATURING RESIDENTE, RIZ MC & SNOW THA PRODUCT

Immigrants, we get the job
Not yet
The credit is only borrowed
It's America's ghost writers, the credit's only borrowed
It's America's ghost writers
America's ghost writers
America's ghost writers, the credit's only borrow-borrowed
It's America's ghost writers, a credit is only borrowed
It's America's ghost writers, a credit is only borrowed
It's America's ghost writers, a credit is only borrowed
Ay yo aye, immigrants we don't like that
Na they don't play British empire strikes back
They beating us like 808's and high hats
At our own game of invasion, but this ain't Iraq
Who these fugees what did they do for me
But contribute new dreams
Taxes and tools, swagger and food to eat
Cool, they flee war zones, but the problem ain't ours
Even if our bombs landed on them like the Mayflower
Buckingham Palace or Capitol Hill
Blood of my ancestors had that all built
It's the ink you print on your dollar bill, oil you spill
Thin red lines on the flag you hoist when you kill
But still we just say "look how far I come"
Hindustan, Pakistan, to London
To a galaxy far from their ignorance
'Cause
Immigrants, we get the job done
Por tierra o por agua
Identidad falsa
Brincamos muros o flotamos en balsas
La peleamos como Sandino en Nicaragua
Somos como las plantas que crecen sin agua
Sin pasaporte americano
Porque la mitad de gringolandia es terreno mexicano
Hay que ser bien hijo de puta
Nosotros les sembramos el árbol y ellos se comen la frutas
Somos los que cruzaron
Aquí vinimos a buscar el oro que nos robaron
Tenemos mas trucos que la policía secreta
Metimos la casa completa en una maleta
Con un pico, una pala
Y un rastrillo
Te construimos un castillo
Como es que dice el coro cabrón?
Immigrants, we get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
We get the job done
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Look how far I come
Immigrants, we get the job done

By land or by sea
False identity

We're jumping walls or floating in rafts
We're fighting like sandino in nicaragua

We're like the plants that grow without water
With no american passport

Because half of gringo-land is mexican soil
You've gotta be a good son-of-a-bitch

We planted that tree but they eat the fruit
We're the ones who crossed

We came here looking for the gold they stole from us
We've got more tricks than the secret police

We fit our whole house in a suitcase
With a pick, a shovel

And a rake
We built you a castle

How can the chorus be calling us lowlives?
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First Generation American
by Melina Kyprianou

Pride is a funny thing
Pride in the home of the brave and land of the free?

American flags waving proudly
Why?

"More walls, more surveillance cameras, more barbed wire: as
immigration control has ratcheted up internationally, so too has

the use of deportation" (DeLeon)
Is this something to be proud of?

 
My parents immigrated here for the American dream.

As a first-generation American, I am proud of them
But I cannot help but wonder...

Their journey was not plagued with desert, gangs, and ICE
Why? 

If the only difference is they crossed the Atlantic instead of the
Mexican-US border

 
People scream, "GET OUT."

People scream "THEY ARE STEALING OUR JOBS."
But they only scream at certain immigrants

Why?
 

7
"On the Way" by Lorenzo Moretti retrieved from

The New Yorker
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THEY ARE
ILLEGALS! 

False, immigrants are not "stealing"
jobs. The impact of immigrant labor on

natives' wages is negligible (Hoban,
2018). Immigrants, specifically

undocumented immigrants, work the
hard jobs that native-born do not want
to do. On the contrary, immigrants are

tied to positive economic growth.
Immigrants are about 15% of the
workforce but account for 1/4 of

entrepreneurs and 1/4 of investors
(Hoban, 2018). 

No human can be illegal.  The term
is neither correct nor ethical. You

may have jaywalked; that does not
make you an illegal walker. And

unfortunately, the US has created a
system where it is nearly

impossible to enter legally as it can
take years and many immigrants
have no choice as they are fleeing

violence.  

The Immigration Debate

THEY ARE
NOT

AMERICAN!

American culture is defined as being a
melting pot of diversity. Two defining

characteristics of culture are being
integrated and shared (Prins, 2015,

172). American is made up of
distinctive parts (such as different

religions) that function together as a
whole. Culture is shared, such as the
National Anthem, but it is important

to note that culture is not uniform and
b eing American can manifest in

different ways. 

THEY ARE
STEALING

JOBS!



This is a myth.
Native-born citivens

are over 2x more
likely to be arrested
for violent crimes,
2.5x more likely to

be arrested for drug
crimes, and 4x more
likely to be arrested
for property crimes

(Light, 2020).

9

The Immigration Debate

WHY DON'T
THEY COME

HERE LEGALLY?

It is extraordinarily difficult and time-
consuming to legally immigrate to the

United States and nearly impossible
for undocumented immigrants. There

is no"line." There are three ways to
immigrate to the US: employment,

family reunification, or asylum, and all
these routes are highlight regulated.
Even if undocumented immigrants

have been working and contributing
to US society for years, they have no

way of becoming "legal."  

THEY ARE
CRIMINALS!

SOME ETHNIC
GROUPS DON'T
BELONG HERE!

If you believe this, the only
rebuttal is that you are racist.

Racism is defined as "a doctrine
of superiority by which one

justifies the degrading of others
based on their distinctive

physical characteristics (Prins,
2015, 144). So if your argument is

based on racism no further
rebuttal is needed.  



TO TRY AND IMMIGRATE TO THE
UNITED STATES

B Y  M E L I N A  K Y P R I A N O U

1 0

The difficulty that immigrants face in crossing the

borders is anti-American. The United States has created

an impossible system for immigration in a country

founded by immigrants. Countless stories of people

risking their lives to cross the border often to no avail

exist.   There is no reason people need to risk their lives

and be treated as subhuman because they are looking

for a better life. Is it American to die for the American

dream? For example, In "The Land of Open Graves,"

Jason De Leon outlines the story of Maricela, an

Ecuadorian immigrant. She, unfortunately, died trying to

cross the border into the United States. Maricela was a

mother who wanted to immigrate to the United States

with hopes of getting some money for her kids. Maricela

reached a point during her journey where she could not

go on. The heat, exhaustion, and pain caught up to her,

and she was left behind. Maricela went missing and

eventually was found dead. De Leon writes, "She entered

the desert hybrid collectif as just another "body" to be

deterred and apprehended by Border Patrol" (2017,

DeLeon, pg 250). How unamerican for someone to be

dehumanized because they want a better life. A family

member of hers said, "She always said that she had to

get there.... Her dream was to arrive in the United States.

She realized her dream, but she died doing it" (2017, De

Leon, pg. 252). De Leon uses "bare life" to describe those

who died, and their death meant nothing. 

 Unfortunately, many migrants die as they attempt to

cross the US-Mexico Border. 

MARICELA’S GRAVE, CUENCA, ECUADOR. PHOTO BY MICHAEL WELLS.



AMERICA: 
LAND OF THE FREE HOME OF ANTI-IMMIGRATION POLICY

A S  W R I T T E N  B Y  J A S O N  D E  L E O N  I N  " T H E  L A N D  O F  O P E N  G R A V E S "

1 1

CLOSE TO HOME (CEMETERY, CUENCA, ECUADOR). PHOTO BY MICHAEL WELLS.

"Between October 2000 and September 2014, the
bodies of 2,721 border crossers were recovered in
southern Arizona alone.14 Approximately 800 of
these individuals are still unidentified.15 Second,

this particular moment in the desert perfectly
illustrates the structure, logic, and corporeal impact
of current US border enforcement policy." (DeLeon,

2017,  p. 29)

Human tooth, Tumacácori Mountains, 2011. Photo by Michael Wells.

Unidentified human remains from the Pima County Office of the Medical Examiner. Photo by Michael Wells.

"The initial Strategic Plan memorandum was among the
first to refer to environmental conditions as a potential

resource for securing the geopolitical boundary: 'The
border environment is diverse. Mountains, deserts, lakes,

rivers and valleys form natural barriers to passage.
Temperatures ranging from sub-zero along the northern
border to the searing heat of the southern border effect
[sic] illegal entry traffic as well as enforcement efforts.
Illegal entrants crossing through remote, uninhabited

expanses of land and sea along the border can find
themselves in mortal danger'"(DeLeon, 2017, p. 32)

"Strategists, Border Patrol sector chiefs, and politicians
calling for more boundary security should spend some

time staring at the gore inside a rubber body bag or
listening to a child scream for his or her mother in a
distant Latin American living room. To do so would

perhaps force the acknowledgement that the suffering,
death, and destruction produced by the hybrid collectif
in the desert have not only increased since the start of

Prevention Through Deterrence but have extended their
traumatizing reach across the globe. "(DeLeon, 2017, pg.

249)
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